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IMPROVISATIONAL BALANCES IN JAZZ

Andrew W. Saliba, M.M.
Western Michigan University, 2020

Jazz is a recent and flexible art form, rooted in the twin musical strains of occidental
canon and folkloric African-American music. From its genesis, jazz musicians have had the
difficult task of reconciling these seemingly opposite musical parents while simultaneously
building a new musical canon that respects and upholds its past, even as it celebrates new
individual voices. Like any multifaceted challenge this balancing of elements has not always
gone smoothly, and attempts to codify the delineation and categorization of jazz remain
controversial even now. There is additional challenge in defining the nature of “free” improvised
music. While free music is often labeled “free jazz,” there are wide swaths of improvised music
that have originated and matured entirely separately from jazz itself. Yet it is also true to say that
improvised individual expression is core to the identity of jazz. Jazz then becomes a three-legged
structure comprised of composition and canon, the communal nature of folkloric music, and the
individualistic freedom of improvisation. This paper serves as a practical exploration of the
connections between these apparent extremes: free improvisation and pre-composed jazz. A
detailed analysis of the conceptual underpinnings of nine pieces of mine, composed between the
years 2018 and 2020, form the foundational element of this exploration. These pieces served as
exploratory works for combining jazz, free improvisation, aleatoric composition, and elements of
Western classical music.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Jazz artists from John Coltrane to Krysztof Komeda to Vince Mendoza to Kenny
Wheeler have variously incorporated elements of free and Western classical music, while
Western classical musicians have just as often worked in the opposite direction. Some works,
like George Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess, have crossed back and forth enough to belong equally
in both camps. Numerous attempts have been made to regulate, constrain, or codify these
exchanges, including such infamous examples as Gunther Schuller’s “Third Stream” movement,
yet musicians continuously reject such set parameters even as they insatiably explore both ideals.
Far beyond classical and jazz mixtures, jazz has vigorously assimilated such seemingly disparate
genres as tango, polka, country, hip-hop, and many others besides.1 2
A more complete investigation of the syncretic linkages between genres is beyond the
scope of this paper, yet many broad references will be made to various combinations of Western
classical music and jazz, as they are often generalized in an archetypal sense to refer to “precomposed” and “spontaneous” extremes in music. Efforts will be made to specifically denote
influential elements from both areas, yet there have also been numerous musical predecessors in
this exploration of diverse elements.
Jelly Roll Morton, the self-proclaimed “World’s Greatest Hot-Tune Writer,” was
famously insistent that his pieces be played exactly as written, to the extent that he once used a

1

2

Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz. New York: Oxford University Press, 2011.
Gunther Schuller. Early Jazz: Its Roots and Mus. Development. New York u.a.: Oxford Univ. Press, 1986.
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pistol to threaten a trombonist who refused to play a melody as Jelly Roll wrote it.3 Yet his music
also allowed designated space for soloistic improvisation. This was to become an established
paradigm in highly improvised jazz from Louis Armstrong to Charlie Parker to Thelonious
Monk, as well as among such compositional musicians as Duke Ellington and Stan Kenton.
There have been many other approaches to preconceived music, whether written or not.
In jazz there is a tradition of “free” improvisation in which form, melody, and harmony are all
spontaneously improvised by the performers. In some cases particular parameters of the music
may be constrained, as when a melody is provided and all other elements are improvised around
it. Other times the parameters may be highly specific but extramusical, as in directing the
performers to sonically portray a particular color, mood, or experience, or asking performers to
reflect upon a piece of art such as a painting or a poem. These various approaches can be heard
among artists such as Paul Motian, Matt Wilson, Craig Taborn, and among the free jazz
musicians in the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM).4
Other musicians have grown more strictly from the mold of Western classical music,
incorporating highly specific elements of meter and form, written parts for all instruments, and
highly involved polyphony and counterpoint. There is crossover in this realm: as aleatoric
composition and performer-directed elements became more prominent in 20th century music,
classical musicians widely began to explore improvised elements similar to those employed by
groups such as the AACM. Particularly in Europe, jazz has often been filtered through the lens
and training of musicians with extensive Western classical experience and exposure. This

3
4

Gioia, The History of Jazz
George Lewis. A Power Stronger than Itself: the AACM and American Experimental Music / George E. Lewis.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008.
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Western classical adoption of jazz and free elements has yielded musicians such as Krysztof
Komeda, Tomasz Stańko, Derek Bailey, Django Bates, and Kenny Wheeler.
Again, this paper cannot serve as a detailed exploration of genre syncretism, yet some
grounding is necessary in order to understand the rationale behind the musical choices made in
the pieces to follow. The summation of loosely-defined schools of influence discussed above will
provide a basis for readers to understand the notation and direction methods employed in the
music to follow.
The following paper will consist of three parts. The first chapter serves to explain the
specific notational elements employed in the pieces presented in this paper. Marshall McLuhan’s
famous adage that “the medium is the message” has gravity here—the presentation of a piece to
the musicians who will play it serves a critical role in ensuring that its execution meets the
composer’s goals. As such I have employed several styles of presentation from unmetered lead
sheets to specific and individual parts. Similarly, some of these pieces require a set conductor
while others are more explicitly collaborative, and eschew any external interference with the
performers. The specific means employed to meet the goals of each piece will be explained
thoroughly.
The second chapter will include significant detail regarding the individual pieces. These
details serve not as musical analyses, but as explanations of the compositional process and
inspiration for each piece. This is an important distinction: process is not always a theoretical
methodology, nor is it wholly intuitive. Process follows the goal of a piece, and is intended to
explore what could be, rather than identify and quantify what is. Compositional process for free
music is inherently different from that of highly structured musical forms, but may be equally
specific for performers.

3

The third chapter provides musical analyses of the pieces. This chapter will detail the
methodology employed for decisions regarding form and structure, harmony, melodic
development, and also the specific verbal and musical directions provided to performers.
Whereas chapter two focuses on the impetus behind the music, this chapter will restrict itself to
matters of musical direction—the material on the pages, and sometimes the material presented
verbally to performers.
It is an artistic trope that restriction breeds innovation. It is also true that direction
provides inspiration. The compositional challenges involved in creating an effective framework
for improvisation, whether free or directed, involve a careful weighing of options. Certain
important information must necessarily be left out, in the hope that the performer will be able to
intuit the composer’s intent from the other information provided. This establishment of negative
space for performers is one of the most critical elements of composition in the jazz idiom, and
this paper intends to detail a compositional approach for creating that space.

4

CHAPTER II

NOTATION AND OMISSIONS

Chart Formatting
When writing for any ensemble, a composer is relying on commonly accepted
performance practices that vary depending on the style, genre, and era of the music being
performed. There are certain expectations regarding a performer’s rhythmic capabilities,
knowledge of their ensemble role, and timbral and dynamic control. Within the jazz idiom there
are numerous other assumptions as well, primarily the performer’s implicit understanding of a
composer’s intended rhythmic feel for a song. Additionally, there is generally some level of
expectation that a performer can realize chord symbols in real time, similar to the use of figured
bass in Baroque music.
As the following pieces have different aims, they are notated in different ways. One of
the more common formats I have utilized is the lead sheet, in which performers are given at
minimum a melody, and usually an indication of the harmony and form. Other structural
elements such as intros, outros, interludes, and formal concerns may be prescribed, but may be
decided in real time depending on the piece. The lead sheets I have written are in some cases for
a truly open instrumentation, as in “Mauka,” but in other cases may require certain instrumental
elements, for example a drummer, or separate chordal and melodic instruments, as in “Pictures
of the Floating World” and “Lark’s Song.” While these are lead sheets, they do specifically
stipulate structural and formal elements, as well as certain instrumental roles.

5

The opposite extreme in these pieces involves specific parts for each instrument in an
ensemble. There are two pieces for nonet, “Silent Minority” and “Elegy,” that utilize this format.
While there are certain organizing factors involved for structure and cohesion, care has been
taken to ensure that performers have avenues for improvised interpretation, even in some of the
more structured areas of the music.

Engraving
All of the pieces to follow have been engraved in Sibelius 8.2 using the Opus font. In
many cases the lead sheets are direct digital engravings of hand-written originals, but in other
cases they are the only full realizations of musical sketches or ideas. Even in the latter
circumstance, a primary concern in the compositional process was the elimination of Sibelius as
a compositional tool. While notation software’s ability to realize metered notation and produce a
convincing MIDI facsimile is invaluable in certain circumstances, there are many areas in this
music where producing a MIDI representation would be impossible. Additionally, the challenge
of specifically audiating the desired outcome represented a personal goal and area for
improvement.
Graphic notation has been avoided in these pieces for a variety of reasons. Using
specialized symbols requires not only the graphic library itself, but also an interpretive key for
performers. For the purposes of this music, verbal direction presented to the performers was
deemed more effective. There are many examples of written direction in the music itself, and any
spoken directions for a given piece will be explained clearly in Chapter IV.
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Time Feel and Groove
While conventional notation is a powerful tool for communicating meter and pulse, there
are numerous aspects of time feel that it cannot convey. Among those is the subtlety of groove in
metered music, and particularly the microtiming variations that determine feel. Western
notation’s grid-based metrical approach is useful, but as others including Vijay Iyer have noted,
“…treatment of metric organization as implying a series of weak and strong beats does not apply
particularly well to West African or African-American musics.”5
Certain pieces are left without metrical indications altogether, as in “Mauka” and “What
is the Sun but a Caster of Shadows,” while others encourage performers to phrase certain things
loosely, with the hope that the realization of timing variations or a rubato feel will be adequate to
the compositional intent. In such cases there is generally an indication of the gait of the musical
content, most commonly expressed in the melody. Specific use of slurs, staccatos, tenutos, and
fermatas in such situations direct the performer in a possible rhythmic interpretation while
offering room for improvised expression. In situations such as “Elegy,” polyphonic textures may
allow for separate rhythmic phrasing between a featured instrument and the rest of the ensemble.
Other pieces require set grooves and rhythmic interpretations, but do not specifically
notate them. In “Pictures of the Floating World” the meter is written as 3/4, while the drums are
instructed to play a Bembe that implies 6/8 or 12/8. Bembe can also be played in 4/4, and the
time can be felt in a larger 4-bar 12/8 feel, leading to potential ambiguity but also creating
interpretive avenues. The groove is not written, and the drummer is expected to understand or
intuit the desired goal based on the verbal direction and a body of prior knowledge.

5

Vijay Iyer. “Embodied Mind, Situated Cognition, and Expressive Microtiming in African American Music.” Music
Perception: An Interdisciplinary Journal, Vol 19, No 3 (Spring 2002). P 387-414
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CHAPTER III

PROCESS AND OVERVIEW

Notes
Each of these pieces has been an attempt to tackle a specific musical issue. The goal has
consistently been to improve my writing and playing ability while creating a body of original
work for performance in various situations—with one exception, these are all pieces that I intend
to be able to play myself. In this chapter I will detail my intent and methods for creating each
piece, as well as any musical or extramusical information that informed its creation.
The ordering of pieces is loosely chronological by date of completion, which is
complicated by a number of factors. Numerous pieces have been in progress simultaneously, and
many of them have been revised, sometimes significantly, and sometimes more than once.
“Silent Minority” appears in two different forms; the first is a lead sheet dating from 2016, and
the second is a revised large-ensemble version from 2019. The large ensemble version contains
significant additions and alterations, and the arrangement details will be discussed separately.
Much of the musical impetus for the piece itself will be based on the original lead sheet version.
In chapter IV only the large ensemble version will be discussed.

Silent Minority (Lead Sheet)
This song is based nearly entirely on a single chord voicing, detailed in Chapter IV. The
opening is a free guitar solo with optional drum accompaniment, eventually settling into a twobar groove moving between parallel chords a half-step apart. The impetus for using the single
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chord was a student comment that it was a “neo-soul chord” exclusively, based on the student’s
exposure to the chord in neo-soul and via Pickupjazz artists. I had been exploring the chord and
its inversion in depth and investigating superimpositions that implied other harmony. Around the
same time, the 2016 United States presidential election was looming. The dark sounds I
gravitated towards in my practicing, informed by the overall tone of the election, led me to write
this piece.
The title “Silent Minority” is a rejoinder to the phrase “silent majority” popularized by
Richard Nixon, and refers to what was then a comparative lack of verbally-expressed support for
candidate Donald Trump. The dark, angry nature of the music and its pedal point seemed to
reflect the manner in which Trump served as an amplifier and focal point for many of the angrier
elements of American society. In retrospect, the title could also refer to his failure to capture the
popular vote. At the same time, the title is a form of wordplay: while many of the sonic textures
are overtly minor in character, they are expressed as superimpositions of this major harmony.

The Bild-Up
One of the ways jazz musicians pay homage to forerunners of the music is through the
use of contrafacts—the setting of a new melody to an existing form and chord changes. This
piece is a contrafact of the jazz standard “Tune-Up” written by Eddie “Cleanhead” Vinson but
often attributed to Miles Davis. It also serves as a tribute to a friend of mine, trumpet player
Elliot Bild. He wrote a contrafact on “Tune-Up” entitled “Phantom,” and we played it numerous
times. My goal was to incorporate several of Elliot’s compositional and arrangement devices:
specific rhythmic hits, alternating phrases in contrasting registers, diminished major 7 sounds
(e.g. Db/D), and structural use of solo drum kit.

9

While the underlying structure of “Tune-Up” is initially ambiguous, the B section utilizes
a variation on the B section melody of “Tune-Up,” and the chord changes for solos are identical.
Performer-directed elements include improvisation at a tempo of the soloist’s choosing, and
potentially a different tempo for every repetition of the solo form. The last soloist also
determines the tempo for the end of the piece and the collective improvisation near the end. The
title refers to “Tune-Up” while also acknowledging the uplifting qualities that Elliot brought to
the jazz community at Western Michigan University.

Pictures of the Floating World
A long-running influence of mine is the pianist Aaron Parks. His music contains elements
that upon first listen are almost simplistic, but reveal many levels of nuance over time. Open
harmonies and consistent grooves that provide a sense of comfortably bounded space are
prominent in his writing, as are elements of the pastoral. In writing “Pictures of the Floating
World” I wished to pay homage to those sensibilities while creating my own piece of music. The
harmony is generally repetitive or marked by specific arrival points, and differences generally
marked by variations in bass movement. In composing music with this sort of open feel I have
found it useful to think in terms of musical “strata” akin to the flow of water in a river. Slow,
placid movement at the surface may belie faster or more directed flow underneath, or vice-versa.
Pedal notes are another crucial element of this piece. The title is informed by Japanese 17thcentury ukiyo-e, a style of printed or woodblock art depicting the “floating world,” a reference to
the theater, music, and pleasure districts of Japanese cities at the time.
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Lark’s Song
This piece was written for my spouse, Larkin. In many ways it utilizes similar approaches
as “Pictures of the Floating World,” though to different effect. The bass ostinato that
conspicuously avoids downbeats combines with the nonfunctional harmony to create a floating
feeling altogether different from the simpler, more pastoral effect of “Pictures of the Floating
World,” with the aim being to connote a heartbeat. The simple melodic statements are answered
by the same grounding heartbeat in the bass every time. The bass plays a vital role throughout,
and generally takes the first solo, though there is no solo order notated.

What is the Sun but a Caster of Shadows
This is altogether different from the other compositions here. It is the only piece not
written for consistent live performance, and while there are improvised components they are
entirely non-soloistic. This was written for the New Music group Collect/Project, and serves as a
foray into purely textural and gestural writing. There are themes and motives, and components
that could be considered melodic, but this piece primarily explores the sonic and technical
possibilities of flute and accordion. The title is borrowed from poet Kahlil Gibran:
What shall I say of these save that they too stand in the sunlight, but with their
backs to the sun?
They see only their shadows, and their shadows are their laws.
And what is the sun to them but a caster of shadows?6
Extramusically this reflects political abuse of the word of law as a weapon against the
spirit of law, but musically the title is invoked in repeated use of flute overtones to create

6

Kahlil Gibran. The Prophet. Knopf, 1970.
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shadowy chord-like clouds of sound, and the tenuous harmonic structures built between the two
woodwinds.

A Smile in Many Stages
This served as my musical wedding vows. The intent was to produce something simple
and beautiful without allowing it to be trite, as well as to create a piece that could be performed
nearly acoustically. While there is an improvised section, on the whole this piece is somewhat
constrained. There is freedom in executing the phrasing, yet by and large everything is to be
played as written. In that sense it is similar to “What is the Sun but a Caster of Shadows,” yet the
improvised section and the fact that this piece is intended to be played by jazz musicians shapes
the overall outcome significantly. The exact instrumentation may vary, though a 7-string guitar is
required. The option for “Bb Saxophone” allows for a choice between tenor and soprano
depending on the situation and performers, although soprano is generally preferred.

Nothing 2 (Blues)
The blues is a linchpin of jazz, though every musician finds their own way to interpret it.
This is not a true or authentic roots-style blues, nor is it a traditional jazz blues. The basis is a 12bar blues form and the root movement reflects that, yet the feel and the harmonic and melodic
elements are altogether different and reflect a more world-music influenced approach. While
there is no written intro, it typically begins with drums and an open A7sus4. This was intended to

12

be a vehicle for soloistic improvisation in the band Lushh, and to be a piece that could cater to
the strengths of individual members.

Silent Minority (Ensemble)
Following the creation of a lead sheet this piece was substantially reworked for Western
Michigan University’s Advanced Jazz Ensemble. This provided an opportunity to enliven some
of the contrapuntal elements and expand on some of the harmonic areas, as well as to create an
additional solo section. Altogether this resulted in four areas for improvisation, three of which
contain options for other simultaneous improvisation. I wished to create a highly structured
ensemble piece that also provided elements of group and individual free improvisation, with a
framework for the textures developed in those areas. This piece was then further revised for the
2020 Jazz Education Network’s Young Composer’s Showcase.

Elegy
The full title includes a parenthetical: Elegy (For We who are Dying). The overall
approach is more akin to Strauss’ use of motivic cells than to most jazz, and there is extensive
polyphonic and contrapuntal content throughout. Even so, I wished to create space for
improvisation; there is a single open measure of free improvisation that ostensibly serves as the
beginning of the guitar solo, but even then the primary focus is on the ensemble texture.
Saxophone multiphonics and a dense chorale create constraints for improvisation even as they
offer a framework, yet the pacing and phrasing of the ensemble is dictated specifically by a
separate director or conductor. In a sense the group becomes a vehicle for the improvisation of
both the conductor and the guitarist. There are other improvised elements as well: the first full
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statement of the complete melody offers the bass clarinet complete discretion as to the phrasing,
and the drum accompaniment is wholly improvised. There is also an open trumpet solo over a
single chord. This piece reflects my best synthesis to date of the disparate elements of free and
constrained improvisation with set composed material.

Mauka
In some ways this is the simplest piece presented here. Unlike the others this truly is
intended for an open instrumentation of any size, and much of the harmony is specifically triadic.
The melody is written, but there is no indication of meter; specific elements of pacing are left to
the discretion of performers. So too is improvisation—while there is form presented in the lead
sheet, there is intentionally no structural material along the lines of intro, outro, etc. This piece
was inspired by the willfully ambiguous and evocative approach of Paul Motian, Bill Frisell, Ben
Monder, and George Schuller. The title is a Hawaiian word meaning something akin to
“hubward,” referring to moving landward from the sea, or if on land then moving inwards
toward the center, and invariably to the peak of a mountain. The quality of ascension was
important for me to capture—my exposure to the word was as a street name near my home as a
child, the road going up to Sierra Rojo—as well as a sense of childhood nostalgia and home.

14

CHAPTER IV

MUSICAL ANALYSIS
Note that all musical examples will be in treble clef (one staff) or grand staff (two staves)
unless otherwise specified.
Silent Minority
The musical foundation of nearly this entire piece is a single chord: a Major 9 chord
omitting the 5th. This chord is a common component of modern jazz harmony, having been
extensively utilized by artists such as Billy Strayhorn, Joe Henderson, and more recently Lage
Lund.

Figure 1: “Silent Minority” harmonic foundation
While in other scenarios extensions such as the #11 or major 13 may be added, the goal
in this piece was to achieve multiple harmonic colors through the superimposition of this chord
and its inversion around primarily a fixed pedal E. As such, the bass stays generally consistent
while the chord above it shifts to create different implied harmonies. While this could be
similarly notated as modal interchange, by changing the quality of a chord symbol with the same
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root, doing so would lose the effect of keeping the voicing type consistent. The slash-chord
notation employed in the piece requires a certain amount of interpretation from performers, but
reinforces the dichotomy between upper-structure and bass and simultaneously emphasizes the
consistent upper-structure quality.

Figure 2: Emaj9 inversions above E root

Figure 3: Fmajor 9 and G major 9 inversions above an E root
The beginning of the piece is an open guitar solo, optionally with drums. The guitarist
cues the introduction of the rest of the band by repeating the first two bars, the parallel Emaj9
and Fmaj9/E. Upon entering the horns exchange a canonic iteration of 7 notes, building into a
D7b5 that becomes a D/Bb. The constantly changing harmonic areas and textures evoke a feeling
of instability, but the meter is largely a consistent 4/4. Breaks in the groove are generally filled
with subdivided lines of consistent 8th notes to maintain a sense of forward propulsion
throughout the entire first 32 bars. Finally at section D there is a break in the thick, heavy
texture, marked by a subito mezzo-piano in the rhythm section. The light melody in the alto
saxophone and guitar is answered in louder responses from piano and bass, which eventually
16

dominate the interchange before leading to the next section. Sections E and F are reprisals of the
content in sections B and C, however G serves as a bridge into new material at H. This section
utilizes chromatically planed major 9 chords over the consistent E root, with the 9th and 3rd a
second apart at the top of each chord. The four sets of rhythmic hits are based on four groupings
of dotted eighth notes, with additional rhythmic values added in the first and fourth groupings
(an additional half note with a separate attack), and the third (written as a half-note tie, but
essentially adding a quarter note to the grouping). This results in a repeating structure of 29 beats
that serves as a drum feature, though not outright a solo yet. There is also room for group
improvisation here.
Section I is an opportunity for free improvisation. The direction stipulates an open
harmony with “time, no changes.” This directs the rhythm section to keep a consistent pulse
while disregarding harmonic and metrical structures. There may be a single soloist, or several
simultaneously. The ensemble could additionally choose several strata of foreground-background
players, all improvising concurrently.
More bridge material from earlier transitions into J, which is another solo section. This
time there are metrical and harmonic bounds, with the harmonic material deriving from sections
D and E. There is a further specification that the soloist be either piano or guitar, as the horns
have background figures the final time through this section. Backgrounds consist of densely
voiced mid-register chords, with instruments exchanging notes at rhythmic intervals, a sort of
harmonic approximation of Klangfarbenmelodie or harmonic pointillism. Following the solo is a
short bridge leading to a reprise of D and E, this time with horn pads.
Section L is nearly identical to H, with staggered horn entrances in rhythmic unison,
growing in dynamic level each time. This is the beginning of the drum solo, which lasts the
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entire last portion of the piece. Section M continues this material, but with a drop in dynamic
level and a reduction in number of instruments. This section is open and horn players are
directed to enter gradually, and pick and choose notes to leave out at random. A cue from the
drummer leads into section N, a unison figure throughout the entire ensemble that repeats three
times and grows before leading into the last two measures. The ending is a sudden and dramatic
stop at a fff dynamic.

The Bild-Up
As this is the first lead sheet to be discussed here, I should note that the format itself
leaves significant interpretive options open to performers. While there is an indication of feel
(“Swung”), this is hardly definitive. The tempo makes certain kinds of swing feels difficult or
impossible to maintain consistently, and in conjunction with the musical content and rhythmic
hits the expectation is that performers will utilize a hard-bop feel akin to Miles Davis’ Second
Quintet or Freddie Hubbard’s group.
The intro is an 8 bar drum solo followed by a hit on beat 1 and a slightly disjunct version
of the main melodic cell. The harmony, true to the standard “Tune-Up,” is loosely based on a
series of descending ii-V-I progressions, although each I chord is replaced with a diminished
major 7 chord, or a triad a half-step below the root as an upper structure above the root. The
primary melodic cell is repeated each time, transposed and with minor variations, and appearing
in a different rhythmic location each time. The pickup is on the ‘and’ of 4 the first time, the ‘and’
of 2 the second time, and the ‘and’ of 1 the last time.
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Figure 4: Various Entries of the Melodic Cell
Following these iterations of the melodic cell, a metric modulation takes place. A two bar
shift in meter to 3/4 with hits on dotted quarter notes allows a setup in which that dotted quarter
note becomes a half note in the new tempo (from quarter = 216 to quarter = 288). The melodic
material here is taken directly from the same section in “Tune-Up,” but the harmony is replaced
with chromatically descending 7sus4 chords. A metric modulation back to the original tempo
precedes a reprise of the entire set of melodic material.
Solos are over the chord changes to “Tune-Up,” with several alterations. The form
becomes 20 measures, utilizing the chromatically descending 7sus4 chords from section B.
Additionally, the ii chords are all half-diminished, and the soloist is invited to freely switch
between standard major I chords and diminished-major sounds (essentially a chord constructed
from the 6th degree of harmonic minor).
The primary interactive element comes at the beginning of each repetition of the solo
form, when the rhythm section is directed to stop playing for two measures to let the soloist set
the tempo. The soloist may continue in the same tempo as previously, or may elect to set a new
tempo every repetition. An interlude between soloists at section D is an abridged version of the
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metric-modulation from before, but based on the final tempo chosen by the soloist. After the last
solo this section leads back to A, meaning that the final soloist will determine the tempo of the
piece’s ending. Following a single statement of the melody there is an open solo for the entire
group at once, against the harmonic framework of the descending 7sus4 chords, before a coda
based on the intro, and ending with a rhythmic hit on another diminished-major 7 chord.

Pictures of the Floating World
While also a lead sheet, this is quite specific and long, at 5 pages. The meter is 3/4 and
described as an “open 1-feel,” but the drummer is asked to play a 12/8 Bembe. This offers
performers the option of feeling the piece in 3 (the subdivision), in 12/8 or 4 (the written
grouping of 4 bars), or in 1 (the measure). Open-voiced triads between low and high A pedals
create a feeling of movement within a bounded range, and when the melody enters it soars over
that movement, switching between dividing the bar into three parts (the quarter note and 8th note
subdivisions) or four (the dotted quarter and dotted-8th subdivisions). Figure 5 represents the
written presentation of the intro, while figures 6 and 7 offer percussionist C.K. Ladzekpo’s
interpretations of the rhythmic patterns a drummer would likely base their part on.

Figure 5: “Pictures of the Floating World” Opening
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Figure 6: Beat Schemes in 12/8 Meter7

Figure 7: Foundational Anlo-Ewe (West-African subgroup of the Ewe people) Drum
Pattern8
After a slight shift in bass movement at B, the melody is repeated before going into a new
section. The second ending features a two-note conclusion of the melody over a busy bass figure,
before a unison line leading to section C. This section features a melody identical to A, but the
harmony shifts to create a stepwise ascension in the bass, from F# to a pedal D at section D. This
section is identical to the opening, transposed up a 4th to the key of D.
Section E is new material based on a pedal B. The bass plays consistent dotted quarters,
and the melody consists of open arpeggios, largely triadic with half-step approaches. Section F is
the final component of new material for the piece, and is a circuitous deviation from and return
to Em, based on an upper pedal E moving stepwise to G. The final E7alt chord represents an
additional ascension to G#, leading back to the upper and lower pedal A from the opening
section.

C.K. Ladzekpo, “Foundation Course in African Drumming,” richardhodges.com, 1995, accessed September 25,
2018. http://www.richardhodges.com/ladzekpo/PrinciplesFr.html
8
Ibid
7
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The solo form is fairly long and involved, which presents a challenge both to the soloist
and the rest of the ensemble. While section H can be a reprieve from the restless movement of
previous sections, the solo section proceeds from there in a strictly designated fashion. The
harmony at H is a continued pedal A, with a different section of upper-structure chords. The G/A
and Fadd9/A create a 7sus sound and a m7b6 sound respectively, while the F#m7/A implies an
A13 chord. At section I this moves by 4th to a Dsus4, and the G at the top of the chord acts as an
upper pedal for an Eb chord and an Em. Following this there is a reprise of the chromatic bass
ascension from F# to D, and the transposition of the intro material to D. Sections K and L are
identical to sections E and F, save that there is a soloist improvising over them now.
The piece ends with a DS to the melody, which progresses immediately to the second
ending. At the end of section C there is a coda involving a retrograde movement of the intro
material in the key of D to the original intro in the key of A, and an ending on an A major triad.
Despite the involved part-writing in other pieces such as “Elegy,” this represents one of
the most constrained and specific pieces presented here. Improvisation is a critical component,
but is necessarily limited by the manner in which it is presented.

Lark’s Song
This is another highly specific lead sheet, and similar to “Pictures of the Floating World”
it begins with a 4-bar open vamp and a bass pedal. The ostinato in the bass is considerably more
rhythmic, and beat 1 is deemphasized by the bass’ entry alternating on beat 2 and the ‘and’ of 1.
The chordal hit on beat 1 of the first and third bars of the vamp serves as the only solid
grounding of the downbeat. The entry of the melody in A is also off of the downbeat, although
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the bass shifts to beat 1. The chords underlying the melody are an Ebmaj7, Em7, Gbmaj9, and
various forms of an A chord. This harmonic cycle is the other main component of this piece.
The harmony under the melody serves almost as a vehicle for the bass movement, an
expansion from a minor 2nd (Eb to E) to a major 2nd (Enharmonic, E to Gb) to a minor 3rd (Gb to
A), and a tritone bringing it back to Eb. After hearing that motion twice, the bass stays on Eb,
and it becomes the basis of a new pedal point with a shifting upper structure. This section at B
repeats four times before continuing to section C, which is marked by a largely static upper note
and bass movement largely descending by half step. Section D is a reprise of the material at A.
Solos begin in section E, which is identical to the intro, and proceed into a more open,
long-form reprise of the harmony from C. This section is open and somewhat leisurely in terms
of harmonic rhythm and opportunity for interaction among performers, with significant
opportunity for collaborative improvisation. The second ending is cued by the soloist, and
proceeds into section G, an open section based on a B7 chord with a simultaneous D# and E.
Section H is essentially the harmonic content of section A, reworked into a pair of 6-bar phrases.
Section I is the same 4-bar pedal point repeat as section B, and offers an opportunity to repeat the
solo section for a new soloist, or continue on to J.
Section J utilizes the harmony from A, but this time the Amaj7 chord is shifted to the
beginning and E is used in the bass. The offbeat feel from the melody at A is varied and applied
to the entire chord; this section serves as bridge material prior to a DS, but it also allows a set
area for interplay between the soloist and drums. After being transposed up a minor third, a DS
takes us back to the melody at A, and everything prior to the solos is repeated one more time.
The coda is identical to letter J, and ends with a final statement of the melody from A.
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What is the Sun but a Caster of Shadows?
The modern field called simply “new music” (sometimes capitalized as “New Music”) is
a fascinating phenomenon. The moniker is largely a basket term indicating a lack of narrower
musical classification, and there are many trends and subgroups within the movement, though
with several common trends between groups. New music compositions largely eschew melody
and fixed metrical schemes in favor of approaches ranging from a Cageian embrace of chance
and aleatory to a Ferneyhough-esque hyper-specificity beyond the bounds of what is realistically
possible to interpret.9 Underlying these trends is a broad rejection of conventional 12-tone equal
temperament in favor of alternative temperament or xenharmonic tunings (those which are
unrelated to 12-tone temperament as a foundation for the division of octaves).10
A common approach is the organization of sound in a broad sense to create output—
music—with a given textural character. In this approach the primary element of composition
becomes form, and instruments and various electronic and prerecorded elements are essentially
repertory elements for specific sound qualities. While I do not aspire to be a new music
composer, my respect for texture and gesture as musical elements led me to write this piece for
the New Music group Collect/Project, featuring flautist Shanna Gutierrez and accordionist Eva
Zöllner.
I did not altogether abandon melody and harmony, as I felt the established history of the
two instruments was important to capture. Instead I attempted to broaden my use of the
instruments to utilize extended techniques and sonic elements that emphasized their similarities

9

Ferneyhough belongs to a movement externally referred to as “New Complexity”.
Easley Blackwood. “Notes for ‘Blackwood: Microtonal Compositions.’” DRAM, 1980,
www.dramonline.org/albums/blackwood-microtonal-compositions/notes.

10
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as woodwinds. Harmonic content derived largely from the overtone series, somewhat akin to a
spectralist approach, and both instruments combine elements of harmonic and melodic roles.

Figure 8: “What is the Sun but a Caster of Shadows” Opening
Where harmonic content or chordal movement is explicit, it is based on combinations of
stacked alternating major and minor triads in conjunction with the overtone series, not all of
which are presented simultaneously. An analytical approach could see this as creating synthetic
scales extending from between one and four octaves; however, that was not the approach taken
in composition. The overall effect juxtaposes tight clusters of multiple half steps and wide
spreads of overtones to create different layers of spectral density.
Line 15, section B, presents a juxtaposition of elements in which accordion is given the
high register part, simulating the overtones in the flute. Flute plays a percussive role, combining
key and tongue clicks with rapid sweeps down the overtone series.
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Figure 9: Line 15 of “What is the Sun but a Caster of Shadows”
Line 16 represents a return to the earlier material, with the instruments switching back to
their original roles. This return lasts the rest of the piece’s duration before fading into quiet at the
end.
While there are no overt improvised elements, this piece relies heavily on musicians’
personal interpretations of time phrasing. While note choices are specifically mapped, there are
improvised elements present in the interplay between musicians and phrases.

A Smile in Many Stages
This represents a more specifically cellular form of composition, based on a single 5-note
motif. This motif and variations on it form both the melodic and harmonic underpinnings of the
piece. Chords and harmonic implications are based on a rotational process of utilizing common
tones between multiple otherwise unrelated chords, and note-by-note variations of a single chord
that alter its quality and transform it into a different chord. This interplay of implicit and explicit
shifting chord qualities is a primary component of the piece, and a driving force in shaping the
primary motif. Despite the improvised area, performers are directed to play this more like a
chamber piece with improvisation than like any sort of jazz piece.
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Figure 10: Motif for “A Smile in Many Stages”
The primary improvised area is the section at m. 28, which consists of 12 measures of
shifting chord qualities over consistent bass notes: B for the first eight measures, and E for the
last four. This area functions as a directed-time section for soloistic or group improvisation, with
the chord-to-chord movement happening on cue. Upon reaching m. 40, the piece largely
continues as at the beginning, except for improvisation in the saxophone from m. 46 to the end in
three open repeated sections.

Nothing 2 (Blues)
As an exercise in creating a blues-adjacent vehicle for soloistic improvisation, this was
successful. The influence is more in line with a contemporary approach along the lines of Gilad
Hekselman or Ari Hoenig than traditional blues, and the feel is radically different from any kind
of blues. The stylistic direction is “Straight 8ths, [double time] feel optional,” with the additional
stipulation not to “…let it sound fast.” The tempo is 145bpm, and the primary subdivision is the
sixteenth note, which means that the direction to not let it sound fast is contingent on the rhythm
section’s interpretation of the feel. The concise nature of the lead sheet, combined with the
specific detail in hits, harmony, and melodic answers in a single staff, is the most effective
execution of a clear and directed lead sheet in this collection.
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The form is broken into two parts, with the first being an abridged 10-bar blues. The
second part is a more typical 12 bars, and both parts feature V-IV turnarounds as would be found
in a traditional blues.
The harmony is primarily built on suspended chords rather than dominant 7th chords,
which lends a floating feeling to the piece. The intent was to offer minimal harmonic constraints
while keeping interesting framing in the rhythmic hits and form. Noteworthy areas include m. 4,
when the 4th of the A7sus4 chord moves outward to C# and D# to create an A7#11, and the final
measure which features harmony derived from G melodic minor, with Bb in the bass.

Figure 11: Final Measure of “Nothing 2 (Blues)”

Elegy
This piece represents an antithesis to “Nothing 2 (Blues). Where that piece is written as a
concise lead sheet meant for soloistic improvisation, this is a highly directed and specific piece
for a set instrumentation. There is still improvisation, of course, but much of it is based on
texture and variances in phrasing, and soloing is limited compared to many of the other pieces.
The beginning is a horn fanfare based in descending fourths and fifths, with occasional
seconds. The theme is meant to be optimistic and full of movement and energy, building
buoyancy even as it continuously falls. The moment the theme ends in one instrument it is
picked up by another, continuously recycled as it dies. Given the opportunity for revision of this
piece, this section will be expanded and further elaborated.
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Figure 12: “Elegy” Fanfare Motif
From there we hear the main theme of the piece, a pentatonic melody stated by bass
clarinet with drum accompaniment. The drummer is directed to use mallets, and is given the
melody as a reference with the indication to “phrase around” it. The melody uses literary
anaphora as inspiration for the consistent repetition with shifting and elaborated endings. The
pitch content for the first five measures is entirely derived from a D major pentatonic scale,
further reinforcing the almost simplistic repetition.

Fig. 13: Beginning of “Elegy” Melody
Upon the conclusion of the melody it is begun again, in time at 60bpm. This time there is
an answer in the trombone before the rest of the horns enter with bass at section C. The
flugelhorn takes over the melody, and a polyphonic texture is established between all
instruments. At the end of the section is an open fermata on Cmaj7#11, in which the flugelhorn
is given a space to improvise with piano accompaniment.
Section D begins a new musical phrase, a chorale played on piano and answered by the
horns. The tempo is increased to 85bpm, set by the piano. The horn answers to the piano
primarily consist of an interrupting chord, essentially Gmmaj7/Bb, or a Bbmajor7 with a b13.
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Fig. 14: “Elegy” Interrupting Chord
This chord stands apart from the other musical content here, and is meant to be jarring.
The repetition of the chord mirrors the repetition of the earlier melody, a darker sort of insistence
to the more innocent repetition of the pentatonic scale.
At section E the horns break away from this chord and begin a chorale. The flugelhorn
takes up the soprano melody from the piano chorale of before, and the fanfare motif returns in
the bass clarinet. The chorale is beset by a consistent repetition of a fragment of the main
melody, hocketed between different horns and becoming more insistent until the interrupting
chord is heard again in m. 49, louder and more suddenly than at any time previous.
At section F the piano chorale returns in part, and is finally able to continue toward a
sense of completion, overpowering one last iteration of the interrupting chord in m. 54. The
breakthrough comes in a return to the original tempo, and a clear repetition of the original
melody, this time played predominately by alto saxophone off of an F major pentatonic scale.
The interrupting factor is more insidious this time, an ascending line in piano and guitar based
off of Gm. This leads to a blaring multiphonic in the saxophones, and an open measure for
improvisation among the ensemble.
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While this is an ensemble improvisation, the saxophones are directed to continue their
multiphonic while varying the attack and dynamic levels. Guitar emerges as the primary
improvising instrument. This guitar improvisation continues in section H, as do the saxophone
multiphonics. The rest of the ensemble plays a darker harmonization of the main melody, this
time based on a Bb pentatonic scale. The pacing of this section is directed, and while the guitar
continues improvising, this is meant to essentially be an ensemble section. This texture thins
somewhat at I while guitar continues soloing, and the culmination of this improvisation is a
sounding of the interrupting chord at m. 78, this time based on F.
At J the piano chorale returns, with the lead voice doubled by guitar. A weak iteration of
the interrupting chord combined with the fanfare motif ends this section, and brings us to another
repetition of the main melody. This time the melody is based on a D major pentatonic scale, but
the third anaphoric repetition dramatically shifts color, becoming essentially a whole-tone scale.
The conclusion of the piece sees the repetition of the interrupting chord, fading away before
dramatically rebounding to an abrupt cut off, ending the “Elegy for we who are dying.”

Mauka
“Mauka” is in many ways the simplest possible presentation of a lead sheet, but the
simplistic presentation belies the complex interpretive skills necessary for effective performance.
There is no metrical indication, and rhythmic values are not strictly delineative. While there are
some barlines, they serve as boundary markers rather than as any indication of time. The melody
is somewhat long and essentially through-composed, but uses many of the developmental and
anaphoric techniques deployed in “Elegy.” The harmony varies from simple triads, and even a
dyad, to more involved harmonic minor-derived chords, but always for coloristic rather than
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functional purposes. Inspirations such as Bill Frisell, Dewey Redman, and Ben Monder informed
the Americana-inflected coloristic choices, and the anaphoric presentation of the melody is
mirrored in the harmonic movement.
The primary challenge in interpreting this lead sheet is deciphering the rhythmic gait of
the melody. The melodic player has near-complete discretion as to when movement occurs, and
the format of the piece invites many resting points for exploration of the harmonic colors and
melodic implications. There is no set intro, outro, solo section, or any other information, and so
the expectation is that performers will either follow the form and utilize the chord changes and
melody for improvisation, or freely extemporize off of the provided information. Both
approaches are welcome, and may be utilized in the same performance of the piece.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
These pieces represent a variety of challenges in finding avenues for improvised
expression. While there are set sections and frameworks in certain pieces, others invite
performers to more personally evaluate their sense of what is called for. Many of these pieces
have been premiered, and others have only been rehearsed. A few others have not even made it
to that stage, so their effectiveness in creating useful frameworks for improvisation has yet to be
determined. Even in those cases they have served to inform my writing choices and sense of
aesthetics, and have allowed me to explore various means of combining predetermined written
music with performer-directed improvisation.
Other facets of improvisation such as contrapuntal improvisation, improvisation in
musical elements other than harmony and melody (such as form), improvisation over polyphonic
textures, and various frameworks for free ensemble improvisation have been explored by other
musicians, yet this is still a vast and largely unexplored area with as many unique approaches as
there are improvisers. While novelty is a given when working with new means of incorporating
diverse influences and materials, my goal is to consolidate these approaches into a cohesive and
identifiable whole, free of novelty as a defining factor, even as I continue to explore these and
other methods for combining composed and improvised elements.
Even in music considered the epitome of composed canon there are revered figures who
were renowned as improvisers by their contemporaries. Similarly, there is a longstanding history
of composed elements in improvised music, both for the framework of the music and in terms of
certain repertory elements of the improvisation and ways to navigate or inspire it. While there is
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a wealth of pedagogical material on the subjects of improvisation and composition, my hope is
that more study will be done on music attempting to straddle the border areas of both topics, and
on music that actively utilizes both elements to inform each other.
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APPENDIX A
COLLECTED SCORES AND LEAD SHEETS
All scores and lead sheets are presented in concert key. Page numbers within a piece will be
presented at the top corners, while page numbers for this paper will maintain their position
centered at the bottom of each page.
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